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I have two front-office staff members. Around January, one put in a request for paid time off 

for a vacation in August. I approved it. However, yesterday, the other front-office staff member 

informed me that her husband booked a trip, and two of those days are going to overlap with the 

preapproved vacation of my other front-office staff, leaving me with no coverage. How should I 

go about handling this situation? n

You have a policy that states time off must be approved. The whole purpose of this is to be 

able to manage appropriate staff levels to keep your office going. The person with the time off 

not approved needs to work. If not, then you need to start looking for a replacement. 

Or, you could just take vacation during that time and make sure everyone is on the same 

page going forward. n

I’m pretty flexible, but this would make me pretty ticked off. It’s exactly the reason why 

planned time off has to be approved. This very reason. I would tell the second person she has to 

come up with a plan for those two overlap days that she did not get the OK for. How is the office 

going to run, what’s your plan on that? n

Bring her in. Show her the policy. Show where she signed that she read and understood the 

policy (hopefully you’ve got it written down). Tell her you have every right to say that if she takes 

off during those two days, it would be grounds for dismissal because she didn’t show up for her 

scheduled work. Tell her you’re a nice guy/gal, though, that this will be the one and only time she 

gets a second chance, and that in any future scheduling missteps caused by a lack of following 

this policy, she’ll have to either come in to work as scheduled or turn in a resignation letter.

Let it slide completely and suddenly the policy basically doesn’t exist, which is terrible for 

your office and making the money that team members need to get their paychecks. Firing the 

person for a first-time offense seems to be harsh unless she’s been a terrible team player and this 

is a good reason to finally cut the cord, in which case she just gave you a major blessing.

Then, take those two days off or come in and do admin stuff that’s always piling up. n

I have a policy in place stating that all extended leave must be preapproved no less than a 

month out and that first submissions get seniority, so to speak. I want to tell the staff member 

that it is not approved and that she is expected to work those days, but I know the response I 

will get: She will tell me that she is going whether it’s approved or not. She is my only Spanish-

speaking staff member and brings in a decent amount of treatment from that community. So 
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my gut is telling me that I have no real recourse. My practice is in a small rural town, so the 

applicant pool is thin—even more thin for a bilingual person. 

I like the idea of telling her I cannot approve it until she comes up with a solution to 

have those days covered; otherwise, she is expected to be there those two days. This was 

not an oversight on her side. She told me, “I was going to talk to you about it and then my 

husband and his mom (a travel agent) found a ‘great deal’ that they couldn’t pass up and 

they booked it.”

She was very aware of the other girl’s vacation because when she was informing me of the 

vacation her husband booked one of the first things she said was, “I’m going to be gone two days 

when the other office staff member is out, too.” n

You feel as if you have no recourse—she knows you have no recourse—so you are basically 

without a move here. You’re in checkmate. There is no magic that anyone here can come up with 

for you. You’re either going to have to modify the schedule for those two days of overlap absence 

to make them doable or find a temp that can fill in for those two days. I see no other options. n

On a scale of 1–10, how do you rate this employee? n

We all agree you have a pol-

icy and the team should know it 

and follow it. 

I like to use a time-off request form for every time 

they need time off. This gets them in the habit of get-

ting approval first, and they really get the fact that it 

has to be approved in advance. If they get sick over the 

weekend and miss Monday, they fill out the form and 

send it in after the fact. If they need to leave early, they 

fill out a time-off request form. They should never walk 

up to you and ask for time off; it’s always in writing. If 

they do, your reply will be, “Please fill out a time-off 

request form.” 

The other thing you may consider doing is getting a 

physical calendar and putting it in the staff lounge. Get one 

that shows the entire year and mark all vacations, holidays 

and staff training on it for all to see. This has been helpful 

in client practices. These problems go away. We put the 

scheduler in charge if there is no office manager; she marks 

the schedule on the computer and the physical schedule.

The time-off request form goes to the doctor or 

office manager for approval, then to the scheduler, then 

back to the originator, who makes a copy and sends one 

to the person in charge of payroll. 

Also, you have to revisit these protocols and policies 

at team meetings. n
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I would give her a rating of 6/10 for effectiveness with day-to-day tasks and a 10/10 for value 

to the Spanish-speaking community. I would give her a 7/10 for attitude toward me/practice. 

She has let me know on numerous accounts that she doesn’t work for the money and works 

because she likes it, but she is very particular about which hours she works. n

I’d like to suggest you stand your ground as best as you can. At the very least, document 

what is going on in her file and have a different approach to solving this issue, with this person, 

permanently.

You seem to think there is no one else out there in your rural area who could replace her 

because she speaks Spanish and brings people in from that community. If she is bringing people 

in who can afford your services, it shows there is a demographic of others who would probably 

love a position at your practice and would also follow your time off and notice policies. Trust 

me, she is not a unicorn.

What would you do if she left you for good or passed away? Would you not replace her and 

look for someone else who also speaks Spanish? I know you are superbusy and so looking for 

another person is not exactly on your radar of things you want to have to do right now, but she is 

acting like she’s irreplaceable. And trust me, she’s not. Just wanted to put that out there and add 

that she’s going to do this sort of stuff again. Not because she’s a bad person, but because she’s 

doing it now and that is predictive. 

The other thing: Your job and getting to work with you are valuable. You seem like a pretty 

decent person to work for. In a community that likely does not have a ton of jobs like yours, 

that is leverage.

Sandy P’s team probably has a pretty good method for putting out a nontraceable job ad so 

you can explore what kind of candidates are available. Honestly, I’d look to replace her because 

people like that may seem valuable but in the end, she’s looking out for herself at the expense of 

you, the other employees and the patients. 

“Looking for an FT professional to work in a professional job setting with good benefits 

and great work hours. We need someone who is fluent in Spanish and loves working with 

the public in service to their health care needs, etc. Will train the right person with the 

right attitude!”

Don’t sell your job position short! If you get a few good applicants, schedule them for the 

days she is out on “vacation.” Meanwhile, I would communicate to her in writing that her 

vacation is not approved and that it conflicts. As you said, she is going to go anyway. The thing 

you have to decide is whether you want to confront and take this all the way to termination. Just 

know you can explore by putting out a job ad before you confront her. n

I don’t want anyone to misunderstand—I’m not suggesting to simply give in to any and all 

demands, just to not be rash. Think it through, be prepared. 

I too hate situations like this. I try to start from the position of, what does a win look like 

for me? What would have to occur that would be a win for me/the office? What am I willing to 

go to the mats over? n

Smart. I think at one time you suggested seeing what you could negotiate that you need 

when such situations occur. n
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Absolutely. You want X? 

OK, I can do that, but I’m going 

to need Y and Z. This business 

is a transaction. The key is finding the transactions that 

are win-win. Not always easy, but great when it can be 

done. n

Not many people under-

stand small business. She is a 

“hobby” employee. She really 

does not need the money and 

doesn’t want the job to interfere with her life. You just 

need to decide how much of this you will tolerate.

You need to be ready for this anyway. Everyone 

should be cross-trained on basic FD functions: answer-

ing the phone, making or changing appointments, 

taking credit card payments, organizing charts, check-

ing mail, answering messages … lots of things. Stuff 

happens, even with the best planning. You should 

always be prepared to be short-handed. People get sick 

or injured, family may be in the hospital or even die 

during another staff ’s planned vacation. She is at least 

giving you two months to prepare. 

Just in the past two years, both of my parents died 

(nine months apart), one staff member died, my daugh-

ter was in a serious auto accident, my FD’s son was in a 

major auto accident, my wife spent a week in the hospi-

tal, one hygienist’s father has been in the hospital twice, 

an assistant’s mother spent a week in a hospital. I’m sure 

there is more.

Rather than being punitive with her, I would 

reward the staff who have to pull her weight while she’s 

gone. Maybe hand out some gift cards or bonus them. 

I generally like to make sure the reason for the gift is 

understood. n

Sounds more like 1 out 

of 10 for attitude. In my 

opinion, your problem is not 

this vacation deal, it’s the common error that a lot of 

us (including me) have made of allowing ourselves to 

become hostage to staff members because we think that 

the practice won’t function without them and you’re 

walking on eggshells around them. When they realize 

this, they will take advantage of it. It will affect office 
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morale. Other employees may follow suit. I’ve been there. Consider the question in a previous 

post: What will you do when she quits? n

Yeah, her whole attitude is disconcerting. It will always be this way with her, and she will 

always put family, vacations, kids, fun events, holidays, etc., before you and will never consult 

you about it. Seems she feels she can come and go as she wants and you and everyone else just 

need to biff it. Not a team player. Are you ready to deal with that?  

Personally, I’d start looking for another Spanish-speaking FD or hybrid employee ASAP.  

Keep her around for now if you feel her connection to the Spanish-speaking community is that 

valuable, but that entitled, arrogant attitude is toxic and will only get worse. n
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Curious what happened next? 
Check out the updates online
This is just a snippet of a very good discussion that took 
place on Dentaltown’s message boards. For the follow-
up, including the dentist’s conversation with the front 
desk employee and how this situation was resolved, go 
to dentaltown.com and under message boards, search 
“Staff Scheduled Vacation.” This should be one of the 
first results.

Premature dislodgement of a temporary crown or bridge unnecessarily 

disrupts the daily routine of many dental practices. However, providing 

patients with a comfortable, functional and aesthetic provisional restoration 

does not have to be a complex or time-consuming task.

Cling2 Resin Optimized Temporary Cement from Clinician’s Choice, 

available in an automix 5ml or 10ml syringe kit, was designed to provide pre-

dictability and convenience for all provisional cases. It allows for a consistent 

mix and effortless placement inside the temporary restoration. With an ade-

quate 30-second working time and an efficient 90-second set time, chair time 

is minimized while excess cement can be sufficiently removed (often flaking 

off in chunks from the margins), reducing the possibility of trapping small 

particles subgingivally. Upon removal, most of the cement will remain within 

the temporary, leaving very little to clean off the preparation. 

The product’s non-eugenol formula soothes and protects the prepared 

tooth while ensuring the prepared surface is contaminant-free. The small 

amount of polycarboxylate resin ensures greater retention throughout the 

entire provisionalization period, yet temps will still come off easily when 

needed. The presence of polycarboxylate resin also enhances the marginal 

seal and produces less cement washout for a more comfortable temporary 

restoration. The antibacterial properties of Cling2 reduces gingival plaque 

retention and is a nonirritant to the tissue itself. Cling2’s ability to heal 

and maintain the health and position of gingival tissue around the margins 

of the preparation allows for a comfortable, aesthetically pleasing final 

restoration.

Although there are other factors influencing the quality and durability 

of a provisional crown or bridge, the choice of a temporary cement should 

be considered just as carefully as the choice of temporary matrix and tem-

porary material. Cling2 provides the necessary retention for a provisional 

period free of temporary pop-offs while protecting the hard and soft tis-

sues, increasing the predictability of restorative success. 

For more information, visit clinicianschoice.com. n
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